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Our fi rst book, Basics of CMOS Cell Design, covered integrated circuit technology scale down, the MOS device model, layout and performance perspectives. It also included an extensive study of basic gates, interconnect and analog cells. We introduced basic cell design and simulation using user-friendly educational tools, Microwind and Dsch, developed by us.

Advanced CMOS Cell Design takes the discussion further and illustrates how Microwind and Dsch versions 3.1 can be used to solve design problems. The book begins with an introduction to novel concepts in nano-scale technology, with a focus on 90 nm CMOS generation. In Chapter 2, various kinds of memories are discussed. Chapter 3 uses the medium of a project to explain microprocessor architecture, at the logic level. We would like to reiterate that this chapter would not have been possible without the able assistance and guidance of Dr Mafuz Aziz.

The subject of Chapter 4 is fi eld programmable gate arrays, from a switch level. In Chapter 5 RF analog cells are described, including extensive details of mixers, voltage-controlled oscillators, phase-lock-loop and power amplifi ers. The focus of Chapter 6 is on principles of analog-to-digital, digital-to-analog converters; the chapter also introduces CMOS sensors. Input-output interfacing principles are detailed in Chapter 7, including an in-depth study of I/O structures and technology refi nements. Silicon insulator technology is described in Chapter 8.

Appendix A explains design rules, while details of all Microwind and Dsch commands are provided in Appendix B and C respectively. A quick reference sheet of the companion tools is provided in Appendix D. Students and practising electronic engineers will fi nd this a useful reference to learn the practical aspects of CMOS cell design.

We welcome feedback, suggestions for improvements, and comments on anything that could have been done better.
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An Introduction to Numerical Methods and AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Praise for the First Edition


	". . . outstandingly appealing with regard to its style,contents, considerations of requirements of practice, choice ofexamples, and exercises."—Zentralblatt MATH


	". . . carefully structured with many detailed workedexamples."—The...
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Advanced SharePoint Services SolutionsApress, 2004

	This book will cover advanced techniques for programming web parts and SharePoint Services. It will also cover advanced integration techniques with related products such as BizTalk Server 2004 and Content Server. Intended for advanced developers who already know all of the basic SharePoint Services, this book will aid them as they solve...
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Configuring Sonicwall FirewallsSyngress Publishing, 2006
Every enterprise requires at least one firewall to provide the backbone for its network
security architecture. Firewalls are the core component of your network’s security.
The risks today have greatly increased, so the call for a stronger breed of firewall
has been made. In the past, simple packet-filtering firewalls allowing...
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Big Data and Analytics: Strategic and Organizational ImpactsSpringer, 2015

	This book presents and discusses the main strategic and organizational challenges posed by Big Data and analytics in a manner relevant to both practitioners and scholars. The first part of the book analyzes strategic issues relating to the growing relevance of Big Data and analytics for competitive advantage, which is also attributable to...
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Instant PHP Web ScrapingPackt Publishing, 2013

	Get up and running with the basic techniques of web scraping using PHP


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results
	
		Build a re-usable scraping class to expand on for future projects
	
		Scrape, parse, and save data from any...
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Derm Notes: Dermatology Clinical Pocket Guide (Davis's Notes)F. A. Davis Company, 2006

	Rely on this Davis’s Notes title to put the most clinical pertinent information at your fingertips. Packed with full-color photographs and illustrations, it covers the diagnosis and treatment of more than 100 of most common and serious skins disorders that you are likely to encounter in practice.
...
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